
Play like “Simon Says”

•Rotate (Spin in Place)

•Revolve (Walk in a small circle)

•Reflect (Bounce)

•Refract (Bend)

•Tilt like the Earth’s Axis (lean over a little)

•gravity pulls (squat the ground)

•friction (rub feet on the ground)

•Open Circuit (arms in a circle not connected and eyes shut)

•Closed Circuit (arms in a circle connected and eyes open)

•Germinate (pretend to grow)

•Weathering (break hands apart)

•Erosion (make hands move away)

•Deposition (set hands like setting something down)

•Hydroelectricity (hands flow like water)

•Geothermal (one hand makes a motion towards the ground and 

other hand fans face)

•Solar (one hand makes a motion towards the sky and other hand fans 

face)

•Evaporation (raise hands toward sky)

•Condensation (point fingers in air like water droplets)

•Precipitation (make fingers act like rain)

•Cycle (draw a circle in the air)

•Complete metamorphosis (hold up 4 fingers)

•Incomplete metamorphosis (hold up 3 fingers)
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Thank you, from Elementary Ali!

Visit my store and blog for more ideas and resources!

Copyright Information

Products created by Elementary Ali and the website 
(teachersworkstation.com) are owned and operated by Alicia Cobb, 
Elementary Ali. All materials, clipart, photographs, and products are 
copyrighted by Elementary Ali and are protected under copyright laws.

Any materials, clipart, photographs, and products downloaded or 
purchased from my TeachersPayTeachers store, any other store, or 
teachersworkstation.com are intended for individual classroom use (one 
user), and never for commercial purposes. Sharing is only permitted 
with the purchase of multiple user licenses. Any unauthorized 
duplication or publication of materials, clipart, photographs, or products 
by Elementary Ali will be subject to legal action under copyright laws.

Please, feel free to email any questions or requests to 
elementaryali@gmail.com
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